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to ensure that your project bin is free of any problems, pluraleyes will give you a list of the problems
that you can then fix. there is also a helpful timeline view which gives you an easy to understand
overview of the problems and what you can do about them. to export your project, pluraleyes will

give you an option to export a video only project, a audio only project or both. this is the same
across all pluraleyes versions; just install it and youll be using the latest features and functionality.

ive always found the export from previous versions of pluraleyes to be fast and easy. once your sync
is finalized, it will be available in the pluraleyes window. from this point you can edit, trim, add

metadata, and export your project as a final cut pro xml, mp4, or avi file to be imported into your
nle. sometimes you want to reset the sync, or simply select a different clip for your edit or export.
pluraleyes 4.0 is your tool for the job. in the pluraleyes settings panel click the sync checkboxes of

your choice, and the sync will be reset to the previous state, if necessary. if youre working in prores
422, or maybe h.264 for on the cheap, you can also use pluraleyes to sync clips with a different

bitrate. this is particularly useful if you want to export with a different bitrate than your project was
recorded with. the settings panel in pluraleyes will give you the option to export your project with a
different bitrate, or encode your file at a different bitrate. this is for export, not project-wide bitrate
changes. in older versions, the only way to sync pluraleyes was from inside premiere pro. this was a
hassle, especially if you were shooting from a camera that didn't have built-in audio/video sync, like

a sony fs7.
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Syncing just got even easier. In previous versions of PluralEyes, there were over a dozen different
sync combination possibilities (Try Really Hard, Change Clip Orderetc.), which meant you might have
to run the sync several times before getting it right. In version 4.0, PluralEyes analyzes your footage
and automatically uses the best possible options. Just hit the Sync button, and PluralEyes does the
rest. I will be the first to admit, at least where my editing work is concerned, I am a lazy s***! With
PluralEyes 4.0 this was one of the first things I wanted to see from the next version of PluralEyes.
What does it mean, on the surface? It means the company have improved the functionality of the
synchronisation. Setting up the sync and syncing takes a lot less time. It’s also more accurate. In

previous versions, I would have a good chunk of footage that I had to look at to find sync errors. In
PluralEyes 4.0, they can be found in a pretty instant, and that means more time editing the rest of
your footage. This isn’t a new thing, but it’s always nice to have a new feature. In previous versions
of PluralEyes, we could open a project, and a good chunk of the footage would already be synced.
However, there were still problems. Some of the clips that were still unwatched would show up as

red. It’s even better in PluralEyes 4.0, because now you can instantly check the sync of every clip in
a project. Only the clips that are not synced will turn red. This makes it quick and easy to see if

anything needs tweaking. I did a very simple project, full of CVAT clips, overlayed with some music,
5.1 audio and a bunch of text. The result was a rather boring but effective demonstration of

PluralEyes 4.0’s new feature. For me, this was the most exciting improvement, because I know how
important it is to have a sync that is as accurate as possible. If you don’t, your timeline is going to

look awful. 5ec8ef588b
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